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Collaborative Learning Collaborative Learning 
Using Group WorkUsing Group Work

Presentation: The Georgian College Centre for Teaching & LearninPresentation: The Georgian College Centre for Teaching & Learningg

Derived from: Barbara Gross Davis, “Derived from: Barbara Gross Davis, “Tools for TeachingTools for Teaching” ” 
JosseyJossey--BassBass Publishers: San Francisco, 1993. Publishers: San Francisco, 1993. 

ObjectivesObjectives

Explain why group work is goodExplain why group work is good
Describe the kinds of groupsDescribe the kinds of groups
List group work strategiesList group work strategies
Review designs for group tasksReview designs for group tasks
Review group organizational structures Review group organizational structures 
Evaluate group workEvaluate group work
List and discuss concernsList and discuss concerns

Why use group work?Why use group work?

Better student learningBetter student learning
Longer retention than traditional learning Longer retention than traditional learning 
(e.g. reading, listening, watching)(e.g. reading, listening, watching)
Maximizes instructor value by reducing the Maximizes instructor value by reducing the 
“sage on the stage” aspect of teaching“sage on the stage” aspect of teaching

Teachers can focus more on mediating Teachers can focus more on mediating 
learning through the organization of learning learning through the organization of learning 
environments, activities, interactions environments, activities, interactions 
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Kinds of GroupsKinds of Groups

Informal Learning GroupsInformal Learning Groups
Temporary, small tasksTemporary, small tasks

Formal Learning GroupsFormal Learning Groups
Longer duration, larger tasksLonger duration, larger tasks

Study groupsStudy groups

Group Work StrategiesGroup Work Strategies

Plan forPlan for each stage of group workeach stage of group work
When writing syllabus, select topics, themes, When writing syllabus, select topics, themes, 
or projects for formal group work.or projects for formal group work.
Consider how you willConsider how you will

organize students into groupsorganize students into groups
help groups negotiate among themselves, help groups negotiate among themselves, 
provide feedback to the groups, provide feedback to the groups, 
evaluate the products of group work.  evaluate the products of group work.  

Group Work StrategiesGroup Work Strategies
Explain to your class Explain to your class 

how the groups will operate how the groups will operate 
how students will be gradedhow students will be graded

group work is more successful when students are graded group work is more successful when students are graded 
against a set standard  against a set standard  

list the objectives of the group task and define any list the objectives of the group task and define any 
relevant conceptsrelevant concepts

SuggestSuggest
a way of getting started a way of getting started 
knowing when a task is done knowing when a task is done 
guidance for participation of group members guidance for participation of group members 
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Group Work StrategiesGroup Work Strategies
Give students the skills they need to succeed Give students the skills they need to succeed 
in groupsin groups, , model and reinforce them during model and reinforce them during 
class class 

active and tolerant listeningactive and tolerant listening
helping one another in mastering content helping one another in mastering content 
giving and receiving constructive criticism giving and receiving constructive criticism 
managing disagreementsmanaging disagreements
sharing sharing 

Consider written contractsConsider written contracts
list members' obligations to their group and deadlines list members' obligations to their group and deadlines 
for tasks  for tasks  

Designing Group TasksDesigning Group Tasks

Create group tasks that require Create group tasks that require 
interdependenceinterdependence

each member is responsible to and dependent on all each member is responsible to and dependent on all 
the others the others 
success depends on everyonesuccess depends on everyone

Strategies for promoting interdependenceStrategies for promoting interdependence
common rewards for the group common rewards for the group 
divide up the labor divide up the labor 
formulating tasks that compel students to reach a formulating tasks that compel students to reach a 
consensus consensus 

Designing Group TasksDesigning Group Tasks
Make the group work relevantMake the group work relevant

Show students how group tasks are integral to course Show students how group tasks are integral to course 
objectivesobjectives
Avoid busywork Avoid busywork 
Groups succeed best with tasks involving judgment Groups succeed best with tasks involving judgment 

Create assignments that fit the students' Create assignments that fit the students' 
skills and abilitiesskills and abilities

Start with easy tasksStart with easy tasks
As students become more knowledgeable, increase As students become more knowledgeable, increase 
the difficulty level  the difficulty level  
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Designing Group TasksDesigning Group Tasks

Assign group tasks that allow for a fair Assign group tasks that allow for a fair 
division of labordivision of labor

structure the tasks so that each group structure the tasks so that each group 
member can make an equal contribution member can make an equal contribution 

E.g. Students conduct their research E.g. Students conduct their research 
independently and use group meetings to share independently and use group meetings to share 
information, edit articles, proofread, and design the information, edit articles, proofread, and design the 
pages of a class reportpages of a class report

Designing Group TasksDesigning Group Tasks
Consider offering group test takingConsider offering group test taking

Strategy:Strategy: each student receives the score of the group each student receives the score of the group 
Experienced groups do better. Assign group work at the beginningExperienced groups do better. Assign group work at the beginning of of 
the term so that students develop skills for working in groups. the term so that students develop skills for working in groups. 
Use multipleUse multiple--choice tests that include higherchoice tests that include higher--level questions. To allow level questions. To allow 
time for discussion, present about twentytime for discussion, present about twenty--five items for a fiftyfive items for a fifty--minute inminute in--
class exam class exam 
Divide students into groups of fiveDivide students into groups of five

OptionOption: : 
Have students take the test individually and turn in their respoHave students take the test individually and turn in their responses before nses before 
they meet with their group. they meet with their group. 
Then ask the groups to arrange themselves in the room and arriveThen ask the groups to arrange themselves in the room and arrive at a at a 
group consensus answer for each question. group consensus answer for each question. 
Score the individual and group responses and prepare a chart shoScore the individual and group responses and prepare a chart showing the wing the 
average individual score of each group's members, the highest inaverage individual score of each group's members, the highest individual dividual 
score in each group, and the group's consensus score. score in each group, and the group's consensus score. 
NinetyNinety--five percent of the time, the group consensus scores will be higfive percent of the time, the group consensus scores will be higher her 
than the average individual scores.than the average individual scores.

Organizing Learning Groups Organizing Learning Groups 

Decide how the groups will be formed:Decide how the groups will be formed:
randomly assign students to groups to maximize their randomly assign students to groups to maximize their 
heterogeneityheterogeneity
let students choose with whom they want to work  let students choose with whom they want to work  

some risks with this choice some risks with this choice 
selfself--selected groups seem to work best in small classesselected groups seem to work best in small classes

instructor forms the groups taking into account instructor forms the groups taking into account 
students' prior achievement, levels of preparation, students' prior achievement, levels of preparation, 
work habits, ethnicity, and gender.work habits, ethnicity, and gender.

try to spread the more able students evenly among the try to spread the more able students evenly among the 
groups  groups  
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Organizing Learning Groups Organizing Learning Groups 

Be considerate of group sizeBe considerate of group size
groups of four or five members work best groups of four or five members work best 
Students with limited experience with group work Students with limited experience with group work 
should be formed into smaller groups should be formed into smaller groups 
the shorter amount of time available, the smaller the the shorter amount of time available, the smaller the 
groups should begroups should be

Keep groups togetherKeep groups together
Avoid breaking up nonAvoid breaking up non--functioning groupsfunctioning groups
Adding poorly functioning members to other groups Adding poorly functioning members to other groups 
can disrupt good teamscan disrupt good teams

Organizing Learning Groups Organizing Learning Groups 

Help groups planHelp groups plan how to proceed.how to proceed.
Ask each group to devise a plan of action Ask each group to devise a plan of action 

who will be doing what and when who will be doing what and when 
review the groups' written plans or meet with each review the groups' written plans or meet with each 
group to discuss its plan group to discuss its plan 

Regularly check in with the groups Regularly check in with the groups 
establish checkpoints / milestonesestablish checkpoints / milestones
ask groups to turn in outlines or drafts or to meet ask groups to turn in outlines or drafts or to meet 
with you with you 

Organizing Learning Groups Organizing Learning Groups 
Provide mechanisms for groups to deal with Provide mechanisms for groups to deal with 
uncooperative membersuncooperative members

Keep the groups at three students: it is hard to be a shirker inKeep the groups at three students: it is hard to be a shirker in a a 
small group. small group. 
Make it clear that each group must find its own way to handle Make it clear that each group must find its own way to handle 
unproductive group behavior. unproductive group behavior. 
Allow the groups, by majority vote, to dismiss a member who is Allow the groups, by majority vote, to dismiss a member who is 
not carrying a fair share. not carrying a fair share. 

Students who are dropped from a group must persuade the group toStudents who are dropped from a group must persuade the group to
reconsider, reconsider, 
find acceptance in another group, find acceptance in another group, 
or take a failing grade for the project. or take a failing grade for the project. 

Design activities in which there is a clear division of labor Design activities in which there is a clear division of labor 
and each student must contribute if the group is to reach and each student must contribute if the group is to reach 
its goal. its goal. 
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Evaluating Group Work Evaluating Group Work 

Ensure that individual student Ensure that individual student 
performance is assessed & that students performance is assessed & that students 
are held accountable are held accountable 

give spot quizzes to be completed individuallygive spot quizzes to be completed individually
call on individual students to present their call on individual students to present their 
group's progress group's progress 

Ensure that the groups know how their Ensure that the groups know how their 
members are doing and how you plan to members are doing and how you plan to 
inform them.inform them.

Evaluating Group Work Evaluating Group Work 
Give students an opportunity to evaluate the Give students an opportunity to evaluate the 
effectiveness of their groupeffectiveness of their group

ask group members to discuss two questions:ask group members to discuss two questions:
What action has each member taken that was helpful for the What action has each member taken that was helpful for the 
group? group? 
What action could each member take to make the group What action could each member take to make the group 
even better?even better?

at the end of the project, ask students to complete a at the end of the project, ask students to complete a 
brief evaluation form on the effectiveness of the group brief evaluation form on the effectiveness of the group 
and its membersand its members

the group's overall accomplishments, the group's overall accomplishments, 
the student's own role, the student's own role, 
suggestions for changes in future group work   suggestions for changes in future group work   

Evaluating Group Work Evaluating Group Work 

Decide how to grade members of the Decide how to grade members of the 
groupgroup

assign all students in the group the same assign all students in the group the same 
grade on the group taskgrade on the group task

the grade should not account for more than a small the grade should not account for more than a small 
part of a student's grade in the class  part of a student's grade in the class  

grade the contribution of each student grade the contribution of each student 
on the basis of individual test scores on the basis of individual test scores 
or the group's evaluation of each member's workor the group's evaluation of each member's work
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Student & faculty concernsStudent & faculty concerns

Negative attitudes towards group workNegative attitudes towards group work
Inform the class at the beginning that you plan Inform the class at the beginning that you plan 
on group work. (Permits uninterested students on group work. (Permits uninterested students 
to drop the course.)to drop the course.)
Inform students about the research studies on Inform students about the research studies on 
the effectiveness of collaborative learning and the effectiveness of collaborative learning and 
describe the role it will play in your course. describe the role it will play in your course. 
Invite students to try it before deciding Invite students to try it before deciding 
whether to drop the class .whether to drop the class .

Student & faculty concernsStudent & faculty concerns
IndividualistsIndividualists

Some students may object, in part because most of Some students may object, in part because most of 
their education has been based on individual effort, their education has been based on individual effort, 
and they may feel uncomfortable helping others or and they may feel uncomfortable helping others or 
seeking help. seeking help. 

explain your rationale, explain your rationale, 
design welldesign well--structured meaningful tasks, structured meaningful tasks, 
give students clear directions, give students clear directions, 
set expectations for how team members are to contribute and set expectations for how team members are to contribute and 
interact, interact, 
and invite students to try it.and invite students to try it.

Permit groups of one, with conditionsPermit groups of one, with conditions

Student & faculty concernsStudent & faculty concerns

ConflictConflict
Encourage students to stick with it Encourage students to stick with it 
Changing group membership should really be Changing group membership should really be 
a last resort a last resort 
Help your students learn how to be effective Help your students learn how to be effective 
group members group members 

summarize for them some of the information on summarize for them some of the information on 
successfully working in groupssuccessfully working in groups
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Student & faculty concernsStudent & faculty concerns
““My students won't work well in groups.”My students won't work well in groups.”

set strong expectations at the beginning of the term set strong expectations at the beginning of the term 
informally check in with groups informally check in with groups 
offer assistance as needed offer assistance as needed 
provide time for groups to assess their own provide time for groups to assess their own 
effectiveness effectiveness 
some groups may indeed have problems, but usually some groups may indeed have problems, but usually 
these can be resolvedthese can be resolved

minimize minimize monopolizersmonopolizers, , 
draw out quiet students, draw out quiet students, 
generally try to engage all students in active participation. generally try to engage all students in active participation. 

Student & faculty concernsStudent & faculty concerns

““If I do group work, I won't be able to cover as If I do group work, I won't be able to cover as 
much material during the semester as I do when much material during the semester as I do when 
I lecture.”I lecture.”

adding group work may mean covering fewer topics adding group work may mean covering fewer topics 
research shows that students who work in groups research shows that students who work in groups 
develop an increased ability to solve problems and develop an increased ability to solve problems and 
evidence greater understanding of the material evidence greater understanding of the material 
assign additional homework or readings or distribute assign additional homework or readings or distribute 
lecture notes to compensate for less material lecture notes to compensate for less material 
"covered" in class  "covered" in class  

EXERCISEEXERCISE

Follow your hand out instructionsFollow your hand out instructions
Meet back here in X minutes.Meet back here in X minutes.


